
Ballistic Hydra Case Surfaces to Deliver Waterproof, Dustproof and 
Drop Protection for Your iPhone® in Supremely Slim Form Factor  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Ballistic Hydra boasts a waterproof, slim and pocket-able design while also protecting 
against drops and harsh elements 

  
Ft. Lauderdale, FL - (June 24, 2013) – Ballistic, award-winning designers of advanced 
mobile accessories, announces the release of its newest case, the Hydra waterproof 
case for iPhone®. This latest addition to the Ballistic family provides water-proof 
protection for your iPhone while still maintaining maximum aesthetic appeal and 
pocketability. The Hydra can be submerged in water up to seven feet and for up to thirty 
minutes, exceeding IP-68 standards. It also comes equipped with easy to access port 

covers and acoustic water-proof meshes for complete peace of mind. Engineered to be 
completely dustproof, the case effectively shields adventure-lovers’ iPhone’s and acts 
as a buffer between your mobile device and your environment. 
 
“We’re proud to bring the Hydra to the market, given all the customer requests we’ve 
received for water-proof capabilities in addition to protection, while also keeping style 
and a sleek aesthetic appeal,” said Adam Stubin, VP of Business Development, 
Ballistic. “A number of companies have introduced similar solutions, but we’re confident 
our model is easier to assemble, features a slimmer form factor and offers greater 
protection than the competition.”  
 
The Hydra case is engineered to deliver the dependable rugged, high-impact drop 
protection that Ballistic is famous for, with the case secure against falls up to 8 feet. 
Meeting Military-Specs and built with Ballistic’s high-quality protective materials, 
including silicone top TPE (Thermoplastic Elastomer) and durable polycarbonate, users 
can be confident in Hydra’s durable, every day performance that will withstand wear and 
tear overtime. The Air Gap Suspension Springs™ also provide a 1mm gap between the 
case and device to further cushion the phone.  
 
The Hydra case is intelligently designed to form to your iPhone® without any 
unnecessary bulk. With strong active latches, the Hydra delivers a trendy design with an 
easy assembly and removal. It also comes equipped with an optional holster and 180-
degree swivel belt clip. At $80, the case provides great value compared to other 
waterproof cases with a holster. 
 



The Ballistic Hydra is available in a variety of sleek, stylish colors with a high polished 
area on the back. The Hydra, packaged with the optional holster, will be available for 
$80.00 at www.goballisticcase.com and a variety of other retail stores nationwide.  

For more information on the new Hydra case please contact PR representative Tiffani 
Thomas at 404.419.9341 or tthomas@jacksonspalding.com. 
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About Ballistic® Case Company 
The Ballistic® brand was born approximately 6 years ago; however, it gained new 
purpose in the last few years. The popularity of rugged cases created opportunity for 
Ballistic. A quart of Ballistic’s employees are engineers with experience building high 
quality OEM accessories.  

Unlike other cases, which were marketed as rugged, our engineers knew they could 
design a better case using their unique skills. Our goals were simple: build the best 
engineered case, offering the highest degree of drop protection and customer 
satisfaction. Our designs include many unique features, such as rubber on the inside to 
prevent scratches, absorb shock and promote cooling airflow. 

Additionally, we offer a high degree of customization with optional layers, holsters that 
work with and without those layers, as well interchangeable bumpers to customize your 
level of protection and your look. Ballistic cases include patent pending features, such 
as flash isolation modules, energy absorbing corners and customized multiple layers.  

We think everyone will drop their device. We say, “Just Drop It!” – as long as you are 
using a Ballistic case. Ballistic cases are designed to Survive Life! ™ 
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